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Executive Summary

tive, however, and other evaluations were found to be poorly
designed and often did not measure the impact of the program on
drug abuse.

The 1986 act added requirements for a national study of the nature and
effectiveness of programs at the federal, state, and local levels as well as
for collection and dissemination of information on curricula and effec-
tive school-based programs. Information obtained from these studies
should help the states in determining how best to use future funds.

In addition, the Department of Education requires localities to develop
plans for funding they receive and also expects to begin monitoring
funding use in fiscal year 1988. Neither the Department nor the states,
however, have the authority to make program success a condition for
continued funding.

GAO's Analysis

Increased Funding for Twelve departments or agencies spent an average of about $23 million
Prevention and Education during fiscal years 1984 through 1986 for drug abuse prevention and

education activities. Most of these expenditures were concentrated in
the Departments of Education, Defense, and HHs and ACTION. GAO did not
analyze the Department of Defense programs because they were geared
to that agency's personnel and their dependents and not the general
public. Additional expenditures were made for drug abuse prevention
and education activities during this period by the states under bl')ck
grants, but states are not required to report spending amounts.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 provides an almost tenfold increase in
funding authority for prevention and education activities. The Depart-
ment of Education, the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention within
HHS, and AMTON were the primary beneficiaries of the increased federal
effort. (See pp. 20-22.)

Changing Federal Role in The federal role in providing leadership in drug abuse prevention and
Drug Abuse Prevention education has been shaped and changed over the past 15 years by the

passage of a number of laws and executive orders. In the early 1970's,
the country faced a major heroin epidemic, and the Drug Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 1972 expanded drug abuse prevention and

initially defined the federal role. In the 1980's, federal efforts in
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Executive Summnary

prevention and education grew and reached their highest level of
funding with the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. (See
pp. 17-21.)

Evaluations Are of Less The ultimate concern of the Congress, federal agencies, and others is
Rigoous ypewhether federal funds are being invested in programs and projects thatRigoous ypework. To determine this requires well-designed evaluations. According

to HiIS, most prevention and education programs have not contained ade-
quate evaluation components. Some have been poorly designed, while
others have failed to examine the impact of such programs on drug
abuse. For example, of 127 program evaluations examined by one
research group, only 4 were relatively well-designed, and these demon-
strated little positive impact on behavior. (See pp. 39-40.)

Early Prevention Efforts Initial efforts to prevent drug abuse usually involved the dissemination
Ineffective of information about drugs and the consequences of abuse. Later pro-

gramns emphasized increasing self-esteem, interpersonal skills, and par-
ticipation in other activities as alternatives to drug abuse. Several
strategies have been sufficiently evaluated to show that few had demon-
strated any degree of success in preventing drug abuse. In particular,
programs geared to disseminating information were shown to have vir-
tually no impact on drug abuse or the intent to abuse drugs. More recent
efforts, such as the widely used "Just Say No" program, are based on
successful strategies developed in the antismoking campaign. These
strategies include making students aware of social pressures to abuse
drugs, teaching specific refusal skills, and making public commitments
not to abuse drugs. The "Just Say No" program, however, has not yet
been evaluated. (See p. 45.)

Evaluation Requirements The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 not only significantly increased fund-
of the 1986 Act ing for drug abuse prevention and education activities but also added a

number of requirements for evaluations of programs and activities.
These are in various stages of implementation, but most will not be com-
pleted for some time and will be of little help to states and localities in
deciding how best to use initial funding under the act. (See p. 45.)

Concerns About Spending Currently, the actual state of drug abuse prevention and education
New Funds efforts nationwide is largely unknown, and efforts to collect data on

drug abuse prevention programs have been described in a report pre-
pared by the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse
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Executive Summary

Directors, Inc., as primitive. Also, another report showed only one-
third of the states collected information specifically related to drug
abuse prevention. Without a data base covering the current status
and accomplishments of drug abuse prevention and education pro-
grams, there is little foundation for making hard decisions on how
best to use funds.

Most states have not been involved in monitoring or evaluating school-
based drug abuse education programs. In addition, Department of Edu-
cation officials told GAO that they are not providing specific evaluation
guidance to the states and would not be able to monitor state efforts
until at least fiscal year 1988. (See pp. 44-46.)

The Department of Education proposed an amendment to the act to
require states to report on the effectiveness of state and local programs
and tie continued funding at the local level to program success. The
House included alternative provisions in H.R. 5, which require (1) states
to annually report on state and local programs; (2) localities to provide
states with a report on their first 2 years of operation, including signifi-
cant accomplishments and the extent to which plan goals are being
achieved; and (3) states to provide technical assistance to those locali-
ties not making reasonable progress toward accomplishment of plan
goals after 2 years.

GAO believes the House bill would increase accountability, but that the
states should be given the authority to reduce or terminate funding in
cases where reasonable progress is not being made. (See p. 52.)

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Senate adopt state and local reporting and
technical assistance requirements, comparable to those in H.R. 5. GAO

also recommends that the Congress provide states with the authority to
reduce or terminate funding in cases where reasonable progress is not
being made following the provision of such assistance.

Agency Comments The Department of Education generally concurred with GAO'S recom-
mendations to increase the accountability of state and local programs
under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. miis stated that the report pro-
vided a valuable baseline analysis of drug abuse prevention and educa-
tion activities, which should enhance its future strategy planning. ACTION

provided additional information, which has been incorporated into the
report. The White House Drug Abuse Policy Office was asked but did
not comment on the draft report.

Page 5 GAO/HRI)-88-26 Drug Abuse Prevention ProgramR
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Chapter I

Introduction

Drug abuse is defined as the nontherapeutic use of any psychoactive
drugs in a manner that adversely affects some aspects of the user's life.
During the past 20 years, the Congress has enacted legislation creating
and supporting a variety of federal programs to prevent and treat drug
abuse and to educate the public, especially school-age children, about its
dangers. According to the Alcoho!, Drug Abuse, and Mental Itealth
Administration (ADAMHA), drug abuse occurs in most areas across the
nation, and increasingly with the younger population. The age of first
drug abuse is also continuing to decline.

Over One-Third of the Although recent findings from two national surveys indicate a down-
ward trend in drug abuse, many experts in the field believe that the

U.S. Population Has level of drug abuse among certain age groups remains high. In fact, some

Tried Illicit Drugs at experts believe that the United States has the highest rate of drug abuse

Least Once among youth in any industrialized nation in the world.

A 1985 National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) survey' of Americans
age 12 and above reported that 70.4 million, or 37 percent of that popu-
lation, had tried marijuana, cocaine, or other illicit drugs at least once in
their lifetime. Among those 20 to 40 year olds who were employed,
according to the survey, 29 percent reported using an illicit drug. It was
further estimated that there were about 500,000 heroin addicts in the
United States.

In addition, about 25 million people are reported to use marijuana regu-
larly and another 15 million may use it occasionally. An estimated 30
million people are also reported to be occasional users of cocaine, with
700,000 to 1,400,000 addicted to it. Estimates of the number of regular
cocaine users in 1986 ranged from 6 to 8 million compared with 4.2 mil-
lion in 1982.

According to the annual survey of high school seniors, conducted by the
University of Michigan for NIDA, about 58 percent of high school seniors
in 1986 had used illicit drugs with about 20 percent of that use repre-
senting marijuana (see figs. 1.1 and 1.2).

Cocaine use in schools is also alarming. According to the high school sur-
vey, about 17 percent of high school seniors in 1986 reported having
used cocaine at some point in their life. Also, as shown in figure 1.3,

'The Household Survey on [)nig Abutse. This is a survey. partially funded by NI)A, of indvliduals 12
years old and over, representative of the continental '.S. wxiplation living in liotiiholds
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Figure 1.1: Percentage of High School
Seniors That Have Ever Used an Illicit
Drug (Selected Years) 70 Percent
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Source: Drug Abuse and Drug Abuse Research, the Second Triennial Report to the Congress from
the Secretary, HHS, 1987, and 1986 survey of high school seniors.

about 6 percent of high school seniors in 1986 reported use of cocaine
within the previous 30 days.

In addition to the use of marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, the abuse of
psychoactive drugs, such as amphetamines and lysergic acid diethy-
lamide (LSD), appears to be continuing.

Expenditures for Drug In 1986, drug abuse became an important national topic as the media
reported an increase of cocaine-related deaths, particularly from the use

Abuse Prevention and of crack, a form of cocaine that is smoked and is apparently cheaper,

Education Activities faster-acting, more potent, and accessible to a greater number of people
dd ethan cocaine. As national concern grew, particularly after the deaths ofxpande two young and prominent athletes from cocaine overdoses, public pres-

Significantly in 1986 sure for action mounted.

This heightened attention contributed to passage of the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1986, which expanded the federal role and provided

Page 11 GAO, 1RD-88-26 Drug Abuse Prevention Prmgrams
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of High School
Seniors That Have Solely Used Manjuana
(Selected Years) 32 Percent
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Source: Drug Abuse and Drug Abuse Research, the Second Triennial Report to the Congress from
the Secretary, HHS, 1987, and 1986 survey of high school seniors.

increased funding for prevention and education efforts. Drug abuse pre-
vention includes motivating nonusers to not abuse drugs and convincing
abusers to stop. Drug abuse education efforts include disseminating
accurate and credible information on the hazards of drug abuse. Such
efforts are also intended to provide abusers or potential abusers with
proper values and coping skills, such as learning to deal with the infli-

ence of peer groups.
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Figure 1.3: Percentage of High School
Seniors Using Cocaine Within Previous
30 Days (Selected Years) 10 Percent
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Source: Drug Abuse and Drug Abuse Research, the Second Triennial Report to the Congress from
the Secretary, HHS, 1987, and 1986 survey of high school seniors.

Of $1.7 billion authorized by the act for fiscal year 1987, about $249
million was pro)vided for prevention and education activities. This rep-
resents a dramatic increase in the more than $24 million authorized for
these activities in fiscal year 1986. Figure 1.4 shows federal budget
authority for drug prevention and education activities for fiscal years r
1984-87. The Departments of Education and Health and I uman Services
(t11ls), and ACTION, which received a total of $244.5 million in fiscal year
1987, wcre given primary responsibility for prevention and education
efforts. The remaining funds were for the Department of Labor for
workplace initiatives, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs to assist any
Indian tribes in assessing the scope of the problem and combating alco-
hol and drug abuse.

1414 ~variwntot .~rs~and Mt "1'( N receied a siigIlil iii nlut(uIvr 5 t
I 9A8 neiiiti~tOi(-1~ of( I Isa m ; lil111t au agiti ( lur'ewilt the' 19X9 aniount
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Figure 1.4: Drug Abuse Prevention and
Education Budget Authority, Fiscal Years
1984-87 280 Milions of Dollars
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Source: Federal Drug Abuse Budget Summary for Fiscal Years 1984-86, and the Ant-Drug Abuse
Act of 1986 for Fiscal Year 1987.

Objectives, Scope, and As discussed earlier, the growing problems associated with drug abuse
have focused national attention not only on the more traditional activi-

Methodology ties such as enforcement, treatment, and rehabilitation but also on pre-
vention and education-two areas that received a major increase in
federal support as a result of the 1986 legislation. In response to the
increasing emphasis given to prevention and education in reducing drug
abuse, the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Ilouse Select
Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control asked us to determine:

" how the federal government provides leadership and coordination of its
drug abuse prevention and education activities.

" the federal agencies involved in these activities.
" how much each agency spends and for what types of programs and

activities, and
" how federal programs and activities are evaluated for effectiveness.

To accomplish these objectives we interviewed program, budget, and
evaluation officials at 12 departments or agencies that were inv(oved ill
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Chapter 1
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prevention and education activities. We concentrated our efforts, how-
ever, on those departments or agencies with the highest funding levels
for such activities. Activities at the Departments of Defense (noi)) and
Education, ACTION, and NIDA accounted for about 83 percent of all pre-
vention and education funding during fiscal years 1984 through 1986.
Because DOD activities were geared to its personnel and their dependents
and not to the general public, we did not include DIn) programs in our
review.

We obtained funding data for all agencies from the Federal Drug Abuse
Budget Summary-sometimes referred to as the drug abuse budget
crosscut-which describes the level of federal budget authority and out-
lays for drug abuse programs. The summary is prepared by the White
House Drug Abuse Policy Office with the assistance of Office of Manage-
ment and Budget analysts who collect the data from the agencies. Since
the most recent drug abuse budget crosscut was dated May 1985, we
updated the data by contacting Office of Management and Budget and
agency officials.

To understand the changing federal role regarding leadership and coor-
dination and evaluation issues in the drug abuse prevention area, we
developed a legislative history on drug abuse laws enacted since 1970;
examined selected congressional hearings on drug abuse; reviewed the
National Strategy for Prevention of Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking
report prepared by the President's Domestic Policy Council; and inter-
viewed officials from the White House Drug Abuse Policy Office, p

ADAM|IA, ACTION, and Education and obtained and analyzed documents
from those offices.

We also contacted representatives and obtained documents from the
National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, Inc.,
and the National Association of State Boards of Education. In addition,
we made an extensive literature search on drug abuse prevention and
education activities with particular emphasis on evaluation efforts. We
obtained and reviewed mius's first (1 984) and second (1987) Trienial
Reports to Congress on Drug Abuse and l)rug Abuse Research., and other
major research and drug prevention- and education-related pilblications
of NIDA and Education.

To obtain the implementation status of the 1986 Ant i-l)rig Abuse At.
we contacted Education, A(1'IN, and Al)ANIIA. lth' primlrvI beneficiaries
of funding under the act. Our work was (one during .Septelhcr 1986;
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through May 1987, in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.
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Chapter 2

Federal Leadership Efforts

Federal leadership in drug abuse prevention and education has changed
over the past 15 years. In the 1970's, the federal government assumed
responsibility and supported drug abuse prevention efforts through pro-
ject and formula grants to states and other service providers. With the
introduction of block grants in 1981, states were given greater responsi-
bility for administering drug abuse programs, and the federal role was
somewhat diminished. With the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986, however, there has been a shift to an increased federal involve-
ment and support of prevention and education efforts, although states
are still primarily responsible for managing prevention efforts.

About 5 months after passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the
President, by executive order, created a new centralized coordinating
mechanism for federal drug abuse activities-the National Drug Policy
Board, chaired by the Attorney General. The Board was given authority
to develop and coordinate strategy and policy and to set budget priori-
ties for all federal agencies with drug abuse responsibility. It is too early
to tell whether the new Board will provide an answer to the longstand-
ing concern of the Congress for a balanced, effective, and well-
coordinated federal effort in the drug abuse prevention area.

Fedeal ole n DThe importance of the federal government's leadership role in drug
rug abuse prevention and the need for coordination of its resources has been

Abuse Prevention and recognized for a number of years. Table 2.1 shows the key laws and

Education Has executive orders that have shaped the federal role. J

Changed
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Table 2.1: Key Laws and Executive
Orders That Have Shaped the Federal Title of act Key provisions
Role In Drug Abuse Prevention and Dru Abuse Office and Treatment Act of Expanded federal role by establishing
Education 1972 Special Action Office, NIDA, and system of

formula and project grants
Dru Abuse Office and Treatment Act of Established the Office of Drug Abuse Policy
197 1976 Amendments within the Executive Office of the President
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 Expanded state responsibility for drug

programs through block grants
Executive Order 12368, June 24, 1982 Designated the Director of the Drug Abuse

Policy Office to assist the President in
carrying out drug abuse functions and policy

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Amendments of Defined federal leadership role and
1983 expanded NIDA research and technical

assistance efforts
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 Expanded federal drug prevention and

education efforts
Executive Order 12590, March 26, 1987 Centralized drug abuse functions within the

National Drug Policy Board chaired by the
Attorney General

Need for Federal In the 1970's, when drug abuse began to permeate all levels of society, it

Involvement in Drug was recognized that the costs to society as a whole and the inability of
Abuse Prevention Was the criminal justice system to deter or rehabilitate drug abusers demon-Abnion ay strated the need for developing new and innovative alternatives in theRecognized iareas of treatment, rehabilitation, and education.
1970's

A drug education effort was initiated, for example, in the nation's class-
rooms in March 1970, when the President directed the U.S. Office of
Education to train all of the nation's classroom teachers in drug abuse
prevention in 15 months. In December 1970, the Congress incorporated
this program into the Drug Abuse Education Act and authorized the for-
mer Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to establish a grant
program for developing drug abuse education curricula, educational
materials, and model programs.

Initial Prevention Role The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972 expanded drug abuse
Defined by 1972 Statute prevention and initially defined the federal role. At that time, the coun-
and Amendments try faced a major heroin epidemic. The drug abuse problem was consid-

ered a crisis, and the federal government responded by intensifying its
efforts to treat and prevent drug abuse.

The 1972 act made the Special Action Office, located within the Execu-
tive Office of the President, responsible for leadership of the federal

Page 18 GAO/HRD S26 Drug Abuse Prevention Programs
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government's drug treatment and rehabilitation efforts. The act also ele-
vated the drug abuse division of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare's National Institute of Mental Health to a separate institute
and created the National Institute on Drug Abuse. NIDA makes formula
grants to states for treatment and services as well as special project
grants and contracts for drug abuse treatment and prevention programs.
The federal government and the states shared financial and administra-
tive responsibility for drug abuse programs. States had key roles in
administering some aspects of federal categorical programs, such as
establishing program requirements, reviewing applications, and provid-
ing technical assistance.

The Special Action Office served as a coordinating mechanism for fed-
eral drug abuse prevention activities. According to the act's provisions,
the Special Action Office was to be terminated in June 1975. After
reviewing the drug abuse situation in 1976, the Congress believed that
the problem was still as great as when the original act was passed and
redesignated the Special Action Office as the Office of Drug Abuse Pol-
icy to continue policymaking and coordination functions. A change in
presidential administrations occurred and the President abolished the
office. Many members of the Congress opposed this action because they
believed that a high-level office was needed to coordinate the diverse
and often conflicting strategies of the more than 20 federal agencies
with drug abuse functions.

The Congress and the administration subsequently reached a compro-
mise whereby the President's Domestic Policy Staff absorbed the Drug
Office's coordination and policymaking functions. In 1980, the Congress
passed amendments that formally transferred responsibility to the Pres-
ident to reflect this change.

States Assumed Increased The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 substantially changed
Responsibility for Drug the administration of various federal domestic assistance programs by
Abuse Functions With consolidating health programs into block grants, including the alcohol

Cretio ofBlock Grants and drug abuse project grants. A major objective of block grants was to
Creaton ofgive states more authority to establish funding priorities to better meet

in 1 981 their needs. The act consolidated 10 categorical programs into the alco-
hol, drug abuse, and mental health services block grant and gave states
broad administrative responsibilities. The act also provided that of the
substance abuse funds made available, the states must spend at least 35
percent for alcohol programs,3:5 percent for drug abuse programs. and
20 percent for prevention an(I early intervention programs and services.

Page 19 G~AO HRMWN826 Drug Abti-e Prevention Prograni
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With the implementation of the alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health
block grant, federal funding was reduced and states assumed additional
responsibilities for establishing program requirements, monitoring pro-
gram activities, providing technical assistance, collecting data, and
auditing. Before block grants, states carried out some of these activities;
however, block grants expanded the scope of their involvement. In addi-
tion, states no longer had to comply with numerous federal application
and reporting requirements.

Stronger Federal Role NIDA's annual surveys of high school seniors in the early 1980's indi-
Endorsed by the Congress cated growing levels of alcohol and drug abuse among this group. In

in 1983 addition, NIDA survey data indicated that these drug abusers tended to
abuse illicit drugs in combination with alcohol and other drugs. This pat-
tern of polydrug abuse was of particular concern because knowledge of
drug interactions was limited. The Congress voiced concern over the lim-
ited amount of ADAMHA'S research and other support for prevention
activities.

The 1983 Alcohol and Drug Abuse Amendments authorized grants and
contracts for research. In addition, the Senate report indicated that NIDA
was to (1) encourage and promote expanded research programs, investi-
gations, experiments, demonstrations, and studies through grants and
contracts and (2) place a high priority on the identification and funding
of effective prevention and early intervention projects.

Increased Recognition of Despite the endorsement of a stronger federal role by the 1983 legisla-

Importance of Activities tion, federal funding for drug abuse prevention and education activities,

Did Not Result in exclusive of research funding, remained at a low level during the mid-

Significant Funding 1980's.

Support During fiscal years 1984 through 1986, federal expenditures for preven-
tion and education activities averaged $23.2 million,' according to the
Federal Drug Abuse Budget Summary, a document that describes budget
authority and outlays. This amount represented slightly more than

'Excludes expilendit ures for prevention and ediication activitiefs made by states tinder t Ole ahlu l.
dnig abiseA, and mental health servi es block grant, , hich state, are not required to rvlsort to
ADAMJIA. I3oc(k gran . averaged about $474 nllion f'or fiscal %'ears 198,1-84; Of arots made avail
able for siblstance abusie, statu are required toii ise 20 itxprcent for alc hli and dlnig abuw 1)r wention
activities. AIso excludes. average NID)A dnig ahi 35. relat ed preveii'ion ri near.li cxiwi~dit r(s i a* it %,it
$5 million for fiscal years 1984-PA;
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1 percent of average total federal drug abuse expenditures for that
period, including enforcement, interdiction, and treatment.

Expenditures for prevention and education activities were spread
among 12 departments and agencies. However, Education, DOD, NiDA, and
ACTION accounted for about 83 percent of the funding for these activities
(see table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Federal Expenditures for Drug
Abuse Prevention and Education Dollars in millions
Programs, Fiscal Years 1984-86 1984-- 1985 1986

DOD $6.39 $7.65 $797
ACTION 721 674 553

NIDA .... 230 2.60 3.41

Department of Education 2.66 2.87 226
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 090 1.00 215

Drug Enforcement Agency 0.10 - 0.10 - 0.10
Office of Justice Programs, Department of Justice 0_.38 0.98 133
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 0.71 0.68 095
Federal Railroad Administration 0.20 0.10 0.10

U.S. Coast Guard 0.30 0.30 0.30
Department of Labor - 0.26 - 036 021
Department of Agriculture -__0.20 0.20 0.00
Total $21.61 $23.58 $24.31

Anti-Drug Abuse Act of During 1986, drug abuse became a major national concern. Key factors

1986 Significantly contributing to this concern involved reports of an apparent epidemic in

Expands Federal Role and cocaine abuse and the widely publicized deaths of two prominent ath-
letes from cocaine overdoses. The increased attention contributed to

Funding for Prevention passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
and Education

The act, while addressing all aspects of the drug problem, provided
almost a tenfold increase in funding authorized for prevention and edu-
cation activities from about $24 million in fiscal year 1986 to $249 mil-
lion, the first significant infusion of federal funds for these activities.
Most of the increase went to Education, which previously had a limited
role in the area. The act also provided a new focal point for prevention,
education, technical, and other assistance by creating the Office of Sub-
stance Abuse Prevention (OSAP) within ADAMIIA. OSAP absorbed the pre-
vention and education activities previously concentrated in NIDA. NIDA

now concentrates on research activities.
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Table 2.3 shows the prevention and education roles and funding autho-
rized for Education, ACTION, and owAP by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986.

Table 2.3: Prevention and Education
Roles and Funding Authorized for Key Department/agency Role and funding "

Agencies by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of Education $200 million in fiscal year 1987 for federal
1986 support of drug abuse programs in schools

and communities primarily through grants to
states and local education agencies

ACTION $6 million for fiscal years 1987 and 1988 ($3
million appropriated for 1987) to initiate
private sector efforts to encourage
voluntarism in preventing drug abuse.

OSAP $43 million to provide leadership and a
central focus to federal drug and alcohol
abuse efforts, including at least $20 million-. 1
for a new emphasis on programs directed at
high-risk youth.

Congressional Concern The Department of Education, OSAP, and ACTION are the primary agencies
involved in drug prevention and education efforts under the new act. N'

Continues for the Eleven departments and 37 federal agencies also participate in the

Need to Effectively national effort to reduce the supply and demand of illicit drugs. Coordi- V
Coordinate Federal nation of all these federal agencies has been a consistent congressional

concern for a number of years, especially because sources within and

Efforts Against Drug out of government have reported conflicts in federal policy and frag-
mentation of efforts. At times, this has led to interagency rivalries, juris-dictional disputes, and lack of communication.

From 1982 to 1987, responsibility for drug abuse functions of federal
departments and agencies rested with the White House Drug Abuse Pol-
icy Office within the Executive Office of the President. In March 1987,
the President created a new cabinet-level board and gave it increased
authority to oversee all federal drug activities.

1987 Executive Order On March 26, 1987, the President signed Executive Order 12590, creat-
Gives Increased Authority ing the National Drug Policy Board to centralize oversight for lawOver All Drug Functions enforcement and drug prevention, education, treatment, and rehabilita-

tion. The Board's mission is to develop and coordinate strategy and pol-
icy for all federal agencies with drug responsibilities in either Jft
enforcement or prevention. In addition, the Board has been given
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increased authority to develop budget priorities for all agencies with a
drug role.

The Attorney General, who is the Board chairman, stated that this reor-
ganization formally recognizes the equal priority of the supply (interdic-
tion, enforcement, etc.) and demand side (education, prevention,
treatment, etc.) approaches to combating drug abuse. Other members of
the Board include the Secretary of ims as vice chairman, and the Secre-
taries of Agriculture, DOD, Education, Energy, Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, Interior, Labor, and Transportation; the Directors of the Office
of Management and Budget, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the
White House Drug Abuse Policy Office; the Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs; the Chief of Staff to the Vice President;
and other members as the President may designate. The Board reports
to the President's Domestic Policy Council.

The executive order also required the Board to establish the Drug Abuse
Prevention and Health Coordinating Group. The mission of the group is
to coordinate federal drug abuse prevention, education, treatment, and
rehabilitation programs. This group will report to the National Drug Pol-
icy Board, which also oversees a coordinating group for federal drug law
enforcement programs.

The Board with a cabinet-level chairman and new authority has more
visibility, authority, and presumably greater access to the President
than did the White House Drug Abuse Policy Office. It still has limita-
tions, however, in comparison with the Drug Czar concept endorsed by
some members of the Congress. This concept would appoint a single
individual, with cabinet-level status, to have as his or her sole function
the oversight of all federally supported drug activities. Since the Board
is newly implemented, it is too early to tell how effective it will be in
achieving a balanced, effective, and well-coordinated federal effort in
the drug area.
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Between 1984 and 1986, federal drug abuse prevention and education
efforts directed to the general public were concentrated in NIDA, ACTION,

and the Department of Education. Activities of NIDA, a key agency for
federal drug prevention and education efforts during this period,
included technical assistance, encouragement and support of parent and
other groups attempting to combat drug abuse, dissemination of infor-
mation through a clearinghouse and networking with other knowledge-
able parties, and development of various programs, such as the "Just
Say No" program, designed to help prevent drug abuse. ACTION was the
key agency in stimulating voluntary and private sector participation in
drug abuse prevention programs. Education, for most of the period, had
a limited role in prevention activities with its main effort consisting of a
training program called the school teams approach.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorized significantly increased
funding for prevention and education activities and made Education, in

terms of funding, the key department in this area. The act also created
OSAP and made it the central focus for prevention and education activi-
ties at fHIS with the NIDA activities being assigned to OSAP. While many of
the same type of activities as funded during fiscal years 1984 through
1986 are available for funding under the 1986 act, there is a new
emphasis on programs directed at high-risk youth, and a certain portion
of the funds made available to the states and OSAP are specifically desig-
nated for such programs. The specific projects that will be funded at the
local level with Education grants are unknown, because these funds will
not reach the localities until late in fiscal year 1987.

Early Approaches to According to fis, drug abuse prevention programs utilizing two basic %
strategies have proliferated for at least the last 15 years. These strate-

Prevention gies are termed informational and "affective" or "humanistic." The
information-type programs involve the presentation of facts concerning
the dangers of drug abuse and are based on the assumption that if stu-
dents are fully aware of the dangers of druL-, they will make a rational
decision not to use them. Such programs, which were conducted by
teachers, other school personnel, or persons outside the school staff
(such as physicians, police officers, or ex-addicts), also frequently incor-
porated fear tactics to try to frighten students into not abusing drugs.

Programs using the second strategy termed "affective" or "humanistic".
were generally designed to enhance self-esteem, encourage responsible
decision making, and enrich the personal and social development of stu-
dents. These programs attempted to (I ) increase self-understanding and
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acceptance through value clarification and decision making; (2) improve
interpersonal relations through communication training, peer counsel-
ing, and assertiveness training; and (3) increase students' ability to meet -

their needs through conventional social institutions. %

The extent to which programs are still utilizing these strategies is
unknown because the number and type of drug prevention and educa-
tion efforts nationwide is unknown. A 1985 report by the National Asso-
ciation of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, Inc., described the
status of data collection on alcohol and drug prevention programs as, at
be.,t, primitive.

According to its, more recent prevention strategies have developed out
of the antismoking campaign within the last few years. These strategies
generally involve programs that focus on social influences believed to
promote drug use and training on broader life or coping skills through
approaches designed to increase personal and social competence.

The social influences strategy involves (1) making students aware of
social pressures to use drugs to which they are likely to be exposed, (2)
teaching specific refusal skills, and (3) correcting misrepresentations of
social norms (e.g., making students aware that most adults and adoles-
cents do not abuse drugs). Other features of this strategy include the use
of peer leaders to teach the programs, the use of role playing and, in
some instances, making a public commitment not to abuse drugs.

Other more broadly based programs emphasize (1) developing problem-
solving and decision-making skills, (2) increasing self-control and self-
esteem through goal setting, (3) learning nondrug coping strategies for
anxiety, (4) increasing interpersonal skills, and (5) assertiveness train-

ing, such as improving the ability to say "no."

Federal Drug Abuse The prevention strategies discussed earlier served as the philosophical
background for the development of many of the programs and activities

Prevention and of three major agencies-Ni A, ACTION, and Education-during fiscal

Education Efforts at years 1984-86. The social influence strategy, for example, forms the W.
Three Agencies basis for NIDA'S ".]ust Say No" program, and media campaigns and publi-

cations made available through clearinghouses are part of the
information-type programs intended to reduce drug abuse by informing
the public of illicit drugs. The major efforts in prevention and education
for these three agencies are described below.
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NIDA Was the Key Federal Although NiA had a significant leadership role in the area, its expendi-
Agency for Drug tures for drug prevention and education activities, exclusive of preven- -

Prevention and Education tion research funding, during fiscal years 1984-86 averaged only about
Activities Before the Anti- $2.75 million. NIDA activities were primarily directed toward influencingthe actions of potential and actual drug users by developing accurate -

Drug Abuse Act of 1986 knowledge of the health hazards of abusing drugs and transferring this

knowledge to researchers, practitioners, educators, and the public at
large. In addition, NIDA was the principal source for promoting increased
awareness of drug problems.

The major activities of NiDA during fiscal years 1984-86 are listed below
and discussed in the following sections.

" School initiatives (",Just Say No" and "Teens in Action").
" Media campaigns.
• Conferences.
• Clearinghouse.
" Networking and technical assistance.

School Initiatives NIDA'S ongoing effort to reduce the prevalence of drugs in schools has
involved "Just Say No" clubs. These clubs are form( d primarily by
youth in schools, community organizations, and youth clubs and
churches and are designed to encourage and reinforce saying no to drugs
through posters, buttons, booklets, and T-shirts. Club activities have
included: ",Just Say No" rallies; recreational activities, such as bowling
and other sporting events; newsletters; involvement in community
projects; and poster and essay contests.

".Just Say No" programs have been developed to teach young people to
resist peer pressure. These programs are intended to hell) students learn
that the use of drugs is not nearly as common as they may perceive, that
"everybody" is not doing it, and that there are clear ways to say "no"
when these substances are offered. Specific techniques include role mood-
eling, videotape practice in saying "no," assertiveness training, public
commitments not to use drugs, and understanding advertising methods
that promote drug abuse. ".lust Say No'" clubs have been established in -

nearly 12,000. or about 2) percent, of I T.S. pul)lic schools. In 1986 t he
.Just Say No Foundation was formed with First Lady Nancy Reagan
serving as National ('hairperson.
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Conferences NIDA also has conducted activities such as conferences, which permit
sharing information on programs and projects regarded as successful.
For example, in conjunction with the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, NIDA sponsored the first national conference on alcohol
and drug abuse prevention in August 1986. This conference included (1)
prevention professionals and volunteers working in a variety of settings,
(2) key leaders of national volunteer and professional associations, and
(3) state task groups sponsored by the state alcohol and drug abuse
agencies. Panels were established representing a broad spectrum of pre-
vention activities, based on over 200 abstracts, received in response to a
call for papers.

Clearinghouse NIDA'S clearinghouse has been the focal point within the federal govern-
ment for receiving inquiries and disseminating information on drug
abuse. According to NIDA officials, requests have been received from
every state as well as over 75 countries. In fiscal year 1985, 83,000
requests were received.

Other NIDA Drug Prevention and Table 3.1 provides descriptive information on the remaining four
Education Activities selected major NIIA drug prevention and education activities carried out

during fiscal years 1984-86.

G'D

5'
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Data on Selected
NIDA Prevention and Education Activity Description
Activities Media Campaign For Parents Only-a film and booklet project

featuring teenage marijuana users who
speak about their drug abuse.

It's a Fact...Pot Hurts-three of four public
service announcements on marijuana's
effects designed to reach those 12 to 14
years old.

Cocaine. The Big Lie-directed to adults age
TTo35,7the primary age group using
cocaine.

Teens in Action A program directed at seventh through ninth
graders consisting of students writing essays
about themselves, peer pressure, and the
health effects from drug and alcohol abuse.

Networking Providing guidance and support to the

National Prevention Network, a public sector
organization consisting of prevention
managers and sponsoring five regional
workshops involving national and state
representatives of key prevention
organizations.

Technical assistance Assisting the public and private sector in
response to letters or calls on a toll free line %
(800 number) and using consultants.
Assistance may include consultation on
needs assessments, program planning and
implementation.

ACTION's Role in Federal During fiscal years 1984-86, ACTION spent an average $6.3 million each
Drug Prevention and year on activities related to drug abuse prevention out of its general

Education Activities appropriation. Its efforts primarily involved stimulating voluntary and
private sector participation in drug abuse prevention programs and, in
conjunction with state and local organizations, disseminating informa-
tion on the health hazards and social effects of drug abuse. The agency
also provided assistance to organizations and community groups that
promoted drug abuse awareness and prevention.

ACTION S efforts include:

" Demonstration grants,
" Public service announcements and other use of the media.
* Use of volunteers. .,
" Mobilizing the private sector.
* Support of clearinghouse.
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Demonstration Grants ACTION began its involvement in drug abuse prevention in 1981 in
response to the President's Federal Strategy on Drug Abuse. ACTION Offi-
cials told us that its drug abuse prevention activities since 1981 have
involved awarding demonstration grants to organizations establishing or
expanding statewide networks of volunteer parent groups. These groups
conduct statewide or regional con ferences and hold workshops with
schools, parents, and youth groups. Some of these networks also pro-
duce newsletters and disseminate other educational materials. As of
March 1987, grants to statewide parent groups have gone to 28 states
and the District of Columbia.

In addition, ACTION has awarded demonstration grants to organizations
that provide information to groups throughout the country, such as
Families in Action and the Parents' Resource Institute for Drug Educa-
tion. Families in Action maintains a nationwide drug information center
with over 200,000 documents and also publishes Drug Abuse Update, a
national newsletter containing abstracts from medical and academic
journals and newspapers.

Public Service Announcements ACTION also designed and produced a series of nine public service
and Other Use of the Media announcements for television featuring First Lady Nancy Reagan and

various celebrities. Much of the production costs and services were
donated for these announcements. Each public service announcement
provided health information through the use of popular or dramatic
figures, such as Mr. T (a movie and television celebrity), who told young
people some of the effects of marijuana; the Gremlins (popular film
creatures with Jekyll and Hyde characteristics), who warned against
drinking and using drugs while driving; and a former teenage drug
abuser discussing her addiction. The announcements were distributed
through the state network of volunteer parent groups.

Other ACTION drug prevention and education activities are listed and
described in table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: ACTION Prevention and
Education Activities Activity Description

Use of Volunteers Volunteers in the Volunteers in Service to
American (VISTA) and the Older American
Volunteer Programs, including the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program, the Senior
Companion Program, and the Foster
Grandparent Program, spend part of their
time working in the area of drug abuse
prevention. For example, VISTA volunteers
work with troubled youth, provide peer ,

counseling to high school students, establish
alcohol/drug prevention projects in the
community and the schools, and create
community awareness of the hazards of
alcohol/drug abuse.

Mobilizing the Private Sector Relying on NIDA research findings, ACTION
and McNeil Pharmaceuticals designed and
implemented the Pharmacists Against Drug
Abuse Program to help parents and youth .

become aware of the drug problem and to
provide resources for drug abuse prevention
ACTION is also involved in another similar
program called Physicians Against Drug
Abuse designed to provide health
information on illegal drugs.

Clearinghouse The Parents' Resource Institute for Drug
Education maintains an international
resource and conference center of materials
and films on drug abuse prevention. The
Institute also has a nationwide toll-free
number (funded by ACTION) through which
people can obtain information on topics such
as the health consequences of using illegal -
drugs and how to form parent groups.

The Department of Before 1986, Education's alcohol and drug abuse education program
Education Had Limited consisted primarily of a school team approach designed to help school ..
Role Before Anti-Drug systems develop the capacity to prevent and reduce disruptive behavior
Abuse Act of 1986 resulting from drug and alcohol abuse. Average expenditures for thisprogram during fiscal years 1984-86 were about $3 million. Late in fiscal

year 1986, Education also published a book entitled Schools Without
Drugs, which has been widely distributed to help schools deal with drug
abuse problems. These efforts are discussed below.

School Teams The school team approach began in 1970 and involves training teams of
five to seven community members, school administrators, teachers, or
other community leaders. The teams receive training through one of five
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regional centers located in Sayville, New York (a suburb of New York
City), Miami, San Antonio, Oakland, and Chicago.

Education officials told us that the training consists of a problem-solving
methodology, which includes analyzing the problem, defining the
resources the communities have and need to solve it, mobilizing to focus %

on the problem, and developing an action plan tailored to resolve the
particular situation. Participants return to the community and train
others in the community to assist in problem solving.

About 5,000 communities and 18,000 individuals have been trained in
the school team approach. Programs set up by the teams reach about
1 million youth annually. According to Education, the school team
approach has served as a model for a program the Department of Trans-
portation is developing to combat drunk driving.

Major Education Publication on In August 1986, Education published Schools Without Drugs, which was
How to Prevent Drugs in Schools designed to help schools combat serious drug abuse problems through

concerted community efforts. The book is intended to be used by par-
ents, teachers, principals, religious and community leaders, and others.
It follows Education's previous book called What Works, which was a
summary of research findings on teaching and learning.

Schools Without Drugs emphasizes preventing drug experimentation by
requiring drug education to start in kindergarten; clear policies against
drug abuse in school and consistent enforcement of those policies; and
the cooperation of school boards, principals, teachers, law enforcement
personnel, parents, and students. The publication recommends strate-
gies, provides a list of resources, and describes particular communities
that have succeeded in reducing drug abuse. As of September 10, 1987,
over 1.6 million copies of the book had been distributed by Education.

The Anti-Drug Abuse The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorized increased funding for fed-
eral drug prevention and education efforts from an average $25 million

Act of 1986 Expands annually during fiscal years 1984-86 to about $249 million for fiscal

Federal Activities year 1987. The largest increase, about $200 million, will go to Education,
for national programs, and for grants to states and local educational
agencies, for drug prevention and education programs in the schools.
Within 1Irs, OSAP replaced NIDA as the central focus for prevention and
education activities, absorbed its activities, and received funding
authority of about $43 million for its 1987 initiatives. This was an
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increase of nearly $40 million compared with NIDA'S fiscal year 1986
funding authority of about $3.4 million.

The act added an emphasis on and specific funding to the states and
OSAP for programs directed to high-risk youth, who were generally
defined as individuals who had not reached age 21, who are now or are
at risk of becoming a drug or alcohol abuser, and who meet one or more
of the following criteria: are school dropouts; have become pregnant; are
economically disadvantaged; are the child of a drug or alcohol abuser;
are a victim of physical, sexual, or psychological abuse; have committed
a violent or delinquent act; have experienced mental health problems; "
have attempted suicide; or are disabled by injuries. The act also gave
ACTION, for the first time, authorization for a specific appropriation for
grants to increase voluntarism in the area of drug abuse prevention and
education.

Prevention and Education The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 shifted the prevention and education

Responsibilities focus from NIDA to OSAP., To provide leadership to federal drug abuse
Transferred to OSAP efforts, the Congress gave OSAP a mandate to develop and disseminate

prevention and education information (including information on the
cocaine derivative, crack); to coordinate research findings by Public
Health Service agencies on the prevention of drug and alcohol abuse; to
conduct training, technical assistance, data collection, and evaluation
activities; and to support the development of model and innovative
community-based programs to discourage alcohol and drug abuse among
young people.

(osAp earmarked $41.5 million for community, media, clearinghouse, and
other prevention and education activities through its programs. In con-
trast, NIDA spent an average of less than $3 million annually on drug
prevention and education activities during fiscal years 1984-86. Of
(ohl's fiscal year 1987 funding, $24 million, or about 58 percent, is for
projects directed at high-risk youth. The balance is for a planned
national outcome evaluation of high-risk projects, other evaluations,
personnel expenditures, and other prevention activities. This would
include media educational campaigns, community assistance to parents
and schools, technical assistance, and ".Just Say No" activities, which
along with the other drug prevention and education activities of NI)A

were transferred to oSAP pursuant to the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.

Nil 's f(' K will tw in drug abu's prvcntion resvarc. For fiscal yvr I1987. NIl)A r , 'c 'd $1: t

million for rvsarch act ivitiv, almost (I nhc the 1996t a nutl.
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A status of OSAP activities follows:

. In December 1986, osAP held a national strategy conference attended by
substance abuse prevention experts who provided guidance and recom-
mendations to help osAP refine its mission.

. In February 1987, OSAP issued a grant announcement for about $24 mil-
lion for (1) comprehensive prevention projects, (2) primary prevention
intervention projects for high-risk children groups, and (3) demonstra-
tion projects for early intervention of youth who have begun to abuse
drugs. Applicants were to respond by May 15, 1987, and indicate how
they are coordinating and avoiding duplication with related state and
local programs, including those being planned under newly established
or recently expanded federal programs.

. In January 1987, OSAP created a new National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
and Drug Information, which includes the previous clearinghouse pro-
grams operated by NiDA and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism.
J%

OSAP's Fiscal Year 1988 According to an ADAM1tA official, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 did
Funding not provide fiscal year 1988 funding authorization for oSAI' because theappropriated funds for fiscal year 1987 had a 2-year availability. The

ADAMHA official told us that osAP will obligate all of its $41.5 million fis-
cal year 1987 appropriation for direct operations, such as personnel and
administration costs, and for grants and contracts. oSAP, however, is
requesting through ADAMHA about $11 million for fiscal year 1988 to
cover its direct operating costs and the on-going activities transferred to
it from NIDA and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
at the beginning of fiscal year 1987.

Drug Abuse Initiatives to The 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorized ACTION to engage in

Be Undertaken by ACTION activities that mobilize and initiate private sector efforts to increase vol-
untarism in preventing drug abuse through public awareness and educa-
tion. The legislation, which amended the Domestic Volunteer Service Act
of 1973, authorizes $6 million for fiscal years 1987 and 1988 drug abuse
prevention activities. Appropriations totaled $3 million for fiscal year
1987. ACTION has established a Drug Alliance Office, which has oversight
responsibilities of all drug abuse prevention activities. One of ACTION's

goals is to fund demonstration projects that can develop lasting coali-
tions of commiunity-service and religious groujps, parent and youth
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groups, media, state/local government, foundations, and business inter-
ests. ACION expects these groups to continue providing funding after the
initial federal grant money has been used.

On March 2, 1987, ACTION made available to community-based groups
$1.5 million for drug abuse prevention projects, with the condition that
a funding request may not exceed $35,000 to be used within a 2-year
period. In addition, applicants are required to include local business and
private sector endorsements for the projects.

The remaining $1.5 million in 1987 appropriated funds is to be used pri-
marily for

* minigrants (under $10,000) to supplement existing grant
announcements;

* discretionary funds to regional directors not to exceed $10,000 each, for
one-time technical assistance and unpredicted project requirements;

* development of community-based coalitions with the private sector
through conferences and workshops;

* development of instruments for evaluating demonstration grants;
• development of four public service announcements; and
" funding of exceptional programs by unsolicited proposals and grants to

develop public-private partnerships of volunteer programs dealing with
drug abuse prevention and education.

Department of Education The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 made Education the key player in fed-

Becomes the Major Player eral drug abuse prevention and education activities by authorizing $200

in Drug Abuse Prevention million for such activities in fiscal year 1987. The funds will be allocated
to educational agencies, governors, and territories and used by Educa-
tion for national programs and the development of audiovisual materi-
als. The Congress voted for a continuing resolution, which appropriated
the full amount. Table 3.3 shows a breakdown of the major components
of the 1987 appropriation for Education. Figure 3.1 gives a more com-
plete depiction of the appropriation and some examples of the types of
activities for which the funds are to be used at the state and local levels.
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Table 3.3: Allocation of the Department 
too

of Education's Drug Abuse Prevention Allocation Funds
and Education Funds, Fiscal Year 1987 State and local programs/state grants $159 101000 %

Territories 1945000 %

Education national programs 33,454000
Education development of audiovisual materials 5,500.000 "e.
Total $200,000,000

State and Local Programs As indicated, of the $200 million, $159,101,000 is for grants to the states
to be allocated on the basis of school-age population. Thirty percent of
the states' allotment (about $48 million) is for use by the governors, and
the remaining 70 percent (about $111 million) is for use by educational
agencies. In addition, about $2 million is provided for territories and
possessions.

2

The act requires that of the about $111 million directed to educational
agencies, at least $100 million is to be distributed to local educational
agencies for alcohol and drug abuse prevention and education programs
and activities, such as school-based, counseling, and community educa-
tion programs. The state educational agencies may use the remainder of
the $ 111 million appropriation for training, technical assistance, devel-
opment and dissemination of materials, demonstration projects, admin-
istrative costs, special financial assistance to areas serving large
numbers of economically disadvantaged children or sparsely populated -
areas, or to meet special needs.

Of the about $48 million available to the governors, at least half is to be
used for innovative community-based programs of coordinated services
for high-risk youth. The remainder ('an be used for programs for alcohol
and drug abuse prevention; early intervention; and rehabilitation refer-
ral training programs for teachers, counselors, educational personrntl,
and community leaders; and ot her programs.

In February 1987, Edhcation published guidance to facilitate getting the
funds to the states. Talle 3.4 shows the numl)er of awards made as of
September 10. 1987. Awards totaled about $1,11.7 million.

A Voo
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Figure 3.1: Allocation of the Department of Education's Drug Abuse Prevention and Education Funds, Fiscal Year 1987
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Table 3.4: Awards Made for State Drug
Abuse Prevention and Education Funds State education agency awards Governor awards
as of September 10, 1987 States 49 47

D.C 1 1
Total 50 48

Since local education agencies must apply for their funds from states
after the states receive their funding, Education officials informed us
that it will be late in the fiscal year before the local education agencies .
receive their funding. Therefore, it is unknown at this time what specific
projects will be funded at the local level.

National Programs The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorized $33,454,000 for national -
programs, allocated as shown in table 3.5. 'a-r

Table 3.5: Fiscal Year 1987 Funding for V
National Programs Institutions of higher education $15,560,000

Regional centers 8,752,500
Federal activities 6,807,500

Indian youth 1,945,000
Hawaiian natives 389,000

Total $33,454,000

As indicated in the table, the act authorized funding for the regional
training centers of about $9 million, an increase from about $3 million
previously. The centers are now required, in addition to their training
activities, to evaluate and disseminate information on effective drug and ,,
alcohol abuse prevention and education programs and strategies. The
Department is conducting an open competition for operation of the five
(enters, with awards expected early in fiscal year 1988.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 also authorized about $7 million for
federal activities providing technical assistance to education agencies on
the selection of prevention curricula, approaches, and programs to
address most effectively the needs of the schools. As part of this techni-
cal assistance. Education, building on its publication Schools Without
Drugs, started a challenge campaign in which schools are asked to give
the I)epartment information on programs they regard as models. Educa- "
tion plans to distribute this informat ion to schools ani communities
through its newsletter, "The Challenge," started in Mar(h 1987. This
campaign encourages commnilities and schools t( form or sustain a drug
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program based on the principles of the Department's handbook, Schools
Without Drugs. Education officials indicated that about 900 schools and
school districts had joined the campaign as of September 10, 1987.

The campaign also asks schools that believe they have a model drug pro-
gram to provide the Department with a description of that model.
Department officials said they have already received information on 60
such model programs. These are being evaluated by Education using the
same criteria it used in selecting successful programs for inclusion in the
Schools Without Drugs handbook. Information on successful programs
will be disseminated through "The Challenge" bimonthly newsletter, the
Education regional training centers, and the OSAP clearinghouse.

Department of Education For fiscal year 1988, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorizes $250
Funding for Fiscal Year million for Education. The administration's fiscal year 1.988 budget

1988would reduce this to $ 100 million because it believes that the higher1988 first-year funding level reflects one-time costs, such as those for plan-
ning, equipment, and instructional materials, that need not be repeated.
Also, according to the special assistant to the Secretary of Education,
states and localities will need some lead time to implement their pro-
grams and, therefore, a portion of the 1987 funding may be carried over
to the 1988-89 school year.
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Chapter 4

Further Effort Needed to Identify Effective
Drug Abuse Prevention Research and
Evaluation Efforts

According to HItS, traditional prevention approaches used widely for the
last 15 years have often been found to be ineffective. Many of these
traditional programs have been able to show an increase in knowledge
about the negative consequences of drug abuse, but few have been suc-
cessful in changing drug abuse behavior. In addition, before passage of
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the major federal agencies involved in
drug prevention and education activities-NIDA, ACTION, and Educa-
tion-had done few evaluations.

,_p

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 contained a number of new require-
ments for studies and evaluations including a 1-year study of existing
programs, evaluation of state and local program, funded by Education,
collection and dissemination of information oni successful curricula and
school-based programs, and evaluation of OSAI demonstration projects.
These requirements should help produce useful information about drug
abuse prevention and education efforts. These and other evaluation
efforts required by the act, however, are still largely in the developmen-
tal stage.

Department of Education officials have indicated that information on
the manner in which states and localities use fiscal year 1987 funds will
not be available until late in fiscal year 1988. Also, information on suc-
cessful school-based programs and curricula will not be available to
states and localities in time to aid them in determining how best to use
the $200 million in 1987 funding being channeled to them under the act.
Further, Education officials believe the act should be amended to pro-
vide additional authority that will ensure state and local accountability
by tying continued funding at the local level to program success.

According to NIDA there are three basic types of evaluations, as shown inMost Programs Have table 4.1.
Not Contained
Adequate Evaluation
Components

-.%
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Table 4.1: Types and Description of
Evaluations Type Description

Process Descriptive in nature and collects and reports information
on program participants, financial resources, decision-
making structure, and services rendered

Outcome Assesses accomplishments of a program in relation to its
objectves and focuses on changes in behavior, attitudes,
values, and knowledge

Impact Looks at longer term community-wide effects of the
programs Tries to assess changes in incidence and
prevalence in drug abuse and in community competence to
deal with these problems

Although decision makers usually prefer impact evaluations, such eval-
uations are more difficult to do and expensive at the local level. There-
fore, most evaluations of drug prevention and education projects and
programs have been of the process and outcome types. According to
inms's First Triennial Report on Drug Abuse and Dnig Abuse Research,
most drug abuse prevention and education programs that had been
assessed as of the early 1980's have not contained adequate evaluation
components. In addition, where evaluations had been performed, some
were poorly designed, while others with otherwise sound evaluation
designs did not examine the impact of their prevention programs on
actual drug abuse behavior.

The report stated, for example, that of 127 program evaluations done in
the 197('s examined by one group,' only 4 relatively well-designed stud-
ies were found, which utilized measures to evaluate dng abuse. The
report stated that two of these demonst rated ndo effect on drug abuse
behavior and tw() produced only a slight positive effect. Another study
of 52 evaluations of drug abuse prevent ion programs also found that
few adequate evaluations o such programs were being performed. _
According to this study. conclusions could not be drawn from over half
of the 52 evaluat ions l)ecause of design inadequacies. In addition, half of
t he evahlat ions did not measure t he im)act of t he program on drug
abuse behavior. ()f t he 52 evaluat ions examined, only 9 were found to
contain both in adequate design and at least on(e meiasure related to
drug abuse behavior.
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Early Prevention Although there have been many poorly designed evaluations, which did F

not measure drug abuse behavior, several early prevention strategies

Strategies Ineffective have been sufficiently evaluated through prevention research for a
judgment to be made, according to mis, that they are ineffective. Pro-
grams utilizing these strategies have been able to show an increase in
knowledge but have generally been unsuccessful in changing drug abuse
behavior, which is the ultimate aim.

One strategy to prevent drug abuse shown by research to be ineffective
involves the presentation of factual information concerning the dangers
of drugs to potential or actual abusers. According to mis, evaluations of
these types of programs have shown that increased knowledge has vir-
tually no impact on drug abuse or intentions to abuse drugs, and in some
instances such programs are actually counterproductive in that they-
encourage rather than discourage drug abuse. Specific examples of eval-
uations of this approach made through preventive research grants
follow.

" Evaluation of a drug education program for high school students
showed relatively long-lasting increases in knowledge but no significant
effects of the program on either attitudes or self-reported )ast or antici-
pated drug abuse behavior.

" Assessment of a television campaign on three urban high schools in(i-
cated no significant changes in drug abuse and attitudes about drugs
attributable to the campaign.

" Evaluation of 3 years of participation in a primary prevention program
by elementary school students showed no effects on involvement with
marijuana for boys and an increase in marijuana use by girls.

" Evaluation of students who received drug education from specially %
trained teaching teams at 14 different schools indicated increased drug
knowledge but no change in exl)ectedi use of drugs.

A second prevention strategy, termed as -affective' or "humanistic,""
also proved to be ineffective. Programs based on this strategy were gen- .
erally designed to enhance self-esteem, encourage resl)onsible decision
making, and enrich the personal and social dcvelopment of st li(enls.

According t(o 1111s this strategy was ineffe(tve(' because it was It)0 (' xperi-
ential and placed too little emphasis on the acquisiti( of skills neces-
sary to enable st ient s I o resist t he various pressures t o begin alusing -'",

drugs.

]lll°stra-i\' ive exanl)les of ealat ionlis h.. private rs('ar('h('rS f I hese
I tpls of l)rogramis lollh o.
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" Assessment of an approach to drug education, which included value
clarification, drug information, and peer interaction, found no differ-
ences between groups that participated in the program and those that
did not.

* Evaluation of two school-based alternatives to drug abuse programs for
junior high students showed negligible effects on drug abuse, although
students rated the programs favorably.

According to HitS, prevention strategies that have been developed out of
the antismoking campaign within the last few years show more promise
of success than the earlier strategies. (See pp. 24-25.) These strategies,
according to HHS, began to produce consistent positive effects in reduc-
ing and delaying the onset of smoking, and in some instances marijuana
use, at least in the short term. These strategies also, however, still have
many unanswered questions. A NIDA official told us that results of these
strategies, according to research standards, have been mixed, and that
additional research is still needed to determine the effectiveness of these
approaches with a wider range of children.

Evaluation Efforts of Before passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the three major fed-
eral agencies involved in prevention and education had done little in the

NIDA, ACTION, and area of evaluating these activities. NIDA supported research to evaluate

the Department of prevention strategies for use in prevention and education programs andteD earetevaluated media campaigns. ACTION, however, had not begun implemen-Education tation of any evaluations of its prevention and education activities

through 1986. An external evaluation of Education's Regional Training
Centers, which undergirded its primary effort before the new act, the
school team approach, was initiated before passage of the act and is still
in process.

NIDA Evaluation Efforts As discussed in chapter 3, NIDA expenditures for drug abuse prevention
and education activities, exclusive of prevention research funding,'
averaged about $2.75 million during fiscal years 1984-86, and were
directed toward activities such as school initiatives, media campaigns,
technical assistance, and publications. Some of the media campaigns
have been evaluated. The ".Just Say No" program has not been evalu-
ated, but the strategies employed in the program have been studied.

:'Many re'sarch vt't-t., -ar V jC i, ttllv tvallfll ils sin' he I ll S e, est i 1es ctt hith' hefff- -li llee'ness eel

prevent in a;pirowheie l's. The' alt'tld pre egrams lased oi e1 Ih 'se e t rt eigl, iwe' e , .We\ ;i'sa nC,4 IA t ) e iob le -
Ix-ndett'lly evl'lited.(1
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Evaluation of NIDA Media Among the drug abuse prevention activities funded by NIDA during fiscal

Efforts years 1984-86 was a media campaign entitled "Cocaine-the Big Lie."
This campaign, which began in April 1986 and will continue in fiscal
year 1987, is designed to reach the 18- to 35-year-old working popula-
tion and features a hot line number designed to elicit a response from
viewers. A NIDA official told us that based on the age group of the callers
on the hot line, it was determined that the campaign had reached the
target group. An independent monitoring service also found that the tel-
evision spots were being shown far more frequently than any earlier
NIDA campaign ad.

An His-sponsored evaluation of the 1983-84 NIDA drug abuse prevention
media campaign, which was targeted for youth 12 to 14 years old and
their parents found that (1) there was no definitive evidence that the
media campaign had a significant impact upon the attitudes and behav-
ior of the youth target audiences or their parents, and (2) the NI[)A public
service announcement may have been aired too infrequently by local tel-
evision and radio stations to have had a significant impact upon the tar-
get audiences.

"Just Say No" Program The successful strategies developed in the antismoking campaign even-

Limitations tually became the basis for the widely publicized and federally endorsed
antidrug "Just Say No" program. The ".Just Say No" program itself,
however, has never been subjected to a rigorous evaluation, and mis has
expressed concerns that:

" the strategies found successful against smoking may not transfer to the
drug area, ze

" the strategy will not produce enduring results beyond the shorl-term,
and

" the strategy may not have applicability to all segments of the population
since research to date has been restricted to white, middle class
populations.

ACTION Has Not According to the director of ACTION's Evaluation )ivision, there have

Evaluated Its Drug Abuse been no specific evaluations comp! ted through 1986 on A(I'I0.N's drug
Prevention and Education prevention and education activities. As discussed in chapter 3. these

Activities Through 1986 activities averaged about $6.3 million during fiscal years 1984-86 and
included demonstration grants, Iubli(c serv'1i )n11(,nflnts, and the
use of volunteers. The director stated that only a marketing survey On.
the effectiveness of a dng information hrohl re Iprod(clied t hn ugh the
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Pharmacists Against Drug Abuse Program had been completed through
1986. That survey was approved by the Office of Management and
Budget with the condition that the activity and results be for internal
use only, not for publication. It was completed in 1983.

External Evaluation of Before the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, Education's major effort in

Education's Regional drug abuse prevention and education was the school team approach,

Training Centers Is in which involved average expenditures during fiscal years 1984-86 of
close to $3 million. Under this program, teams of local individuals

Progress (teachers, administrators, etc.) were trained in the five regional training
centers on how to develop and put into practice strategies for control-
ling drug use in schools.

In 1986 Education contracted for an external evaluation of the Regional
Training Centers. An Education official told us this was done because
the Department wanted an independent evaluation of the centers and
recommendations for management improvements. The contract modifi-
cation work statement submitted in January 1987 indicated that an ear-
lier evaluation of the centers had not provided reliable data about
program effectiveness because of a number of design problems. The
evaluation report claimed that the program has had a positive impact on
preventing drug abuse and reducing disruptive student behavior. How-
ever, only one trained team in seven provided evidence of having
reduced drug abuse or disruptive behavior. As of September 1987, the
contractor's final report had been submitted and was under review.

Current Evaluation The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 included a number of requirements
for studies and evaluations of programs by the Department of Education

Efforts Are in and OsAP. These studies and evaluations, however, are still in develop-
Development ment and will not be available before the fiscal year 1987 funds are pro-

vided for state and local use. In addition, some information, such as the
1-year study and report on the nature and effectiveness of existing pro-
grams, is not going to involve systematic evaluation of programs but
rather a description of what states and localities consider to be effective
program components as well as a review of evaluation research. ACTION,

which had not completed evaluating any of its drug prevention and edu-
cation activities through 1986, began implementation in fiscal year 1987
of an evaluation to assess the self-sufficiency of statewide drug preven-
tion and education activities in three communities. This evaluation is
planned for completion in July 1988. Another evaluation is currently in
the design phase.
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Evaluation Efforts Table 4.2 shows the various study and evaluation requirements of the

Required by the Anti-Drug Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the responsible departments or agen-

Abuse Act of 1986 cies. Following the table is a discussion of where the responsible agen-
cies stand in relation to implementation of the requirements.

Table 4.2: Study and Evaluation
Requirements of the Anti-Drug Abuse Short title Requirement Agency responsible
Act of 1986 and Responsible Agencies 1 -year study and report Study and report by October 27, 1987, of Education. HHS

nature and effectiveness of existing
federal, state, and local drug abuse
prevention and education programs

Evaluation of state and Annual evaluation by state of Education states, and
local programs effectiveness of local programs and localities

maintenance of such records and
information by states and localities as
may be required for fiscal audit and
program evaluation.

Information on curricula Collection and dissemination of OSAP, Education
and effective school- information on successful alcohol and
based programs drug abuse prevention and education

curricula and effective and ineffective
school-based alcohol and drug abuse
prevention and education programs

OSAP evaluations of Evaluation of programs supported by OSAP
Education programs Education under the act
Evaluation of OSAP Evaluation of OSAP demonstration OSAP
grants projects for high-risk youth

1-Year Study and Report The Secretary of Education, in conjunction with the Secretary of ilis,
was to conduct a study of the nature and effectiveness of existing fed-
eral, state, and local drug abuse prevention and education programs and
submit a report of the findings to the President and to appropriate com-
mittees of the Congress by October 27, 1987. Education officials told us.
however, that it would be impossible for anyone to do systematic effec-
tiveness evaluations of all federal, state, and local drug prevention and
education programs in time for the mandated study issue date of Octo-
ber 27, 1987. Instead, Education has developed a one-page survey for
state and local education officials; a federal agency survey; and will also
utilize information being developed by the National Association of State
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors.

By reducing the depth of analysis in this manner and by restricting the
study to only those programs in existence at the time of the request for
data, Department officials believe they can meet the required study
issue date of early fiscal year 1988. By necessity, this study will exclude
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new initiatives started late in fiscal year 1987 with funding provided
under the new legislation.

Education's Evaluation of State applications for funding under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986N
State and Local Programs are to provide for an annual evaluation of the effectiveness of the pro- *
Funded Under the Act gramns assisted. The states must keep such records and provide such

information as required by the Secretary of Education for fiscal audit
and program evaluation. Applications from the local level to the states
must also contain a provision that they will keep such records and pro-
vide such information as may be required for fiscal audit and program
evaluation by the states.

Department of Education officials told us that they have been concen-
trating on approving applications and getting funds out to the states and
that realistically the Department would probably not be able to perform
any evaluation or monitoring of state efforts before fiscal year 1988.
They said that one or two states had provided some information with
their applications on the type of data they planned to maintain for eval-
uation purposes, but that as of May 1987, most states had simply pro-
vided the required assurance. The officials stated that funding of actual
projects or activities at the state and local levels would probably not
take place until late in fiscal year 1987; therefore, it was too early to
make judgments about evaluation activities.

A 1986 survey by the National Association of State Boards of Education
found that only one-third of the states reported the collection of infor-
mation specifically related to drug abuse prevention. Without a data
base covering the current status and effectiveness of drug abuse preven-
tion and education programs, the association concluded there was little
foundation for making hard decisions on how to use funds. The survey
also found that most states were not involved in monitoring or evaluiat-
ing school-based alcohol and drug abuse education programs.

Education officials stated that they do not plan to provide the states
with an evaluation instrument or guidance because evaluation is a state
responsibility and evaluation instruments are available. They said that
the Parents' Resource Institute for Drug Education has a survey instru-
ment that can be used to determine the incidence of drug abuse and that
NiiDA has given some technical assistance on evaluation through regional
workshops. They said also that by examining Education's Schools Wit-h-
out Drugs publication, which contains information on assessing the
problem, and by analyzing the makeup of the successful projiects
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included, states and localities can get a good idea about how to evaluate
a project.

Although Education officials believe that little in the area of evaluation
can be accomplished before fiscal year 1988, they indicated that they
are convinced that projects need to be evaluated as quickly as possible
before large sums of money are spent. They advised us that they
favored enactment of legislation proposed by the Department (I I.R.
1752), which would, among other things, require localities in their appli-
cation to the states to

" show how they determined there is a problem, including identification
of the age groups involved and the drug being abused,

" set objectives based on the problems identified, and
" demonstrate accomplishment of program objectives as a condition of

receiving continued federal support.

The proposed legislation would also require states to provide the Secre-
tary of Education with an annual report on the effectiveness of state
and local programs.

The Secretary of Education testified at a hearing before the House Select
Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control in June 1987 that the pro-
posed revision was needed because lawyers at both Education and the
Office of Management and Budget believed that the language in the 1986
act requiring states and localities to "keep such records and provide
such information" as required for fiscal audit and program evaluation
was not sufficiently broad to permit states to require localities to show
they were making effective use of the funds before they could receive
additional funding. Education believes this kind of authority is neces-
sary to enhance accountability. In addition, the current act does not
require the states to report to Education on the accomplishment of state
and local programs.

The House considered the Education proposal but included alternative
provisions in It.R. 5. These provisions require ( I ) states to annually
report on state and local programs; (2) localities to provide states wit h a
report on their first 2 years of operation, including significant accom-
plishments and the extent to which plan goals are being achieved; and
(3) states to provide technical assistance to those localities not making
reasonable progress toward accomplishment of plan goals after 2 years.
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Evaluation of Prevention An OSAP official informed us that under a memorandum of understand-

and Education Curricula ing between Education and IHIs, Education will be primarily responsible

and School-Based for collecting information on curricula and effective and ineffective
Programs school-based programs with assistance fr)n ()SAI'. Dissemination respon-

sibilities will be shared by both departments.

Education officials told us that in view of the large amount of drug
abuse prevention and education program curricula currently available, a
systematic review and evaluation of the whole range of such curricula is
not feasible.

Education officials, alternatively, propose to develop a check list of
items, which can be used by states and local education agencies to guide
them in making decisions on curricula. They believe some of these ('rite-
ria are already available in their Schools Without Drugs publication,
which recommends that schools implement a comprehensive drug abuse
prevention curriculum from kindergarten through grade 12 that would
teach that drug abuse is wrong and harmful and support and strengthen
resistance to drugs. They said a group in Education is currently working
on developing criteria using the Department's publication as a founda-
tion and that they are establishing an independent panel to assist staff
in this area.

Evaluation of Activities The director of oSAP is charged under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
Funded by Education with the responsibility to conduct training for, give technical assistance

Under the Anti-Drug to, collect data from, and evaluate activities of programs funded by Edu-

Abuse Act of 1986 cation under the act. The former director of Evaluation and Research .1
Coordination in oSAP told us that this requirement is so broad that (OSAI'
does not know exactly how to proceed. lie stated that there was some
concern about this requirement, particularly about the difficulty of one
agency evaluating the programs of anothor agency. In this case oSA)

would be evaluating Education-funded programs.

The former director told us that they are considering a prol)osal to
develop information on how to assess and evaluate drug abuse preven-
tion programs. lie indicated that NIDlh had conducted five regional work-
shops on evaluations and that a prevention evaluation workbook was
nearing completion.
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OSAP Evaluation of osAP is to make grants to public and nonprofit private entities for

Demonstration Grants projects to demonstrate effective models for the prevention, treatment,
and rehabilitation of drug abuse and alcohol abuse among high-risk
youth. oSAP is also charged with the responsibility of evaluating projects
conducted with these grants.

On February 25, 1987, a total of $24 million was made availab!l for
high-risk youth demonstration grants. These demonstrations are to be
documented to permit a process evaluation and, if successful, replication
in other communities. Each project is to have an evaluation plan, and is
required to participate in a national outcome evaluation. Applicants
should have appropriate evaluation expertise on their staff or be able to
obtain such expertise. A number of demonstration projects are to be
selected for additional study, including outcome evaluations.

Projects, according to the announcement, are to include an evaluation
that, at a minimum, describes (1) the target group, (2) the program
interventions to be used, and (3) the means to be used to measure the
effects of the proposed interventions. The former director told us that
they have been providing technical assistance to potential applicants
and expect to make awards in September 1987.

The current director of Evaluation and Research Coordination in OSAP

told us that oSAe plans to have an external contractor validate the pro-
cess evaluation performed by the grantees as well as do an outcome
evaluation of the total demonstration grant program. Hie said the divi-
sion is in the process of preparing a work statement for the external
contractor and that this should be ready in the near future but he was
uncertain as to how long it would take to obtain a contractor.

ACTION Plans Some Although ACTION had not completed any evaluations of its drug abuse

Evaluations of Its Drug prevention and education activities through 1986, the director of the
Abuse Prevention and Evaluation Division stated in September 1987 that a case study evalua-

Education Activities in tion focusing on institutionalization, self-sufficiency, and strategies that
work was currently being made of those statewide grants funded in

1987 1983.

The director indicated also that an evaluation focusing on the degree to
which A(TION'S fiscal year 1987 grant awards have been successful in
expanding volunteer efforts, community support, private sector involve-
ment, coalition building, and parent and youth groups was being devel-
oped with agreement o(n the design estimated for October 1987. The
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Chapter 4
Further Effort Needed to Identify Effective
Drug Abuse Prevention Research and
Evaluation Efforts

director estimated that the study will cost about $100,000, with the
report to be published in fiscal year 1989.

ACTION, through its regional and state program offices, is also conducting
a survey of successful volunteer drug abuse prevention projects, which
have acquired private sector support. These projects are to be analyzed
to determine how and why they have become successful and if they can
be replicated. Examples will be made available for distribution to other
federal agencies, state governments, and grassroots organizations seek-
ing to develop effective volunteer programs.

An ACTION official told us that the agency has received information on
about 75 projects and will include a selection of those in a compendium
to be made available for distribution by the end of fiscal year 1987.

- .
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Chapter 5 _____

Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Agency Comments

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 provided a large increase in drug
abuse prevention and education funding to the Department of Education
for the states and localities. At the p~resent time little is known of states'
and localities' past experience in developing and carrying out drug
abuse prevention and education activities. The little that is known
advises caution. For example, early drug abuse prevention and educa-
tion strategies were ineffective, and while programs using more recently
developed strategies are more promising than earlier ones, researchers
still have many questions about their long-term effectiveness. Also. the
federally endorsed and widely publicized ".Jist Say No" program, likely
to be utilized by many states and localities, has not yet been evaluated,
and there are uncertainties about its applicability to all segments of the
population and its long-term benefits.

Most states do not have a system to collect specific information from
localities on drug abuse prevention and education activities, and under
the current act the states are not required to report to Education on the
accomplishments of the programs funded under the act. In addition,
information on effective and ineffective school-based programs is not
yet available and probably will not be available in time to help states
and localities determine how best to use the initial funding. Further,
results from the new demonstration program for high-risk youth autho-
rized by the 1986 act will not be available for several years because the
grants were not to be awarded until September 1987.

Besides lacking data-collection systems, neither the states nor the locali-
ties appear to have much evaluation experience. Most states have not
monitored drug abuse prevention and education activities in the past.
and federal oversight of state and local use of fiscal year 1987 federal
funds, according to Education officials, is at least a year away.

Since many of the projects will not be funded until late in fiscal year
1987, it will probably be another year before sufficient information will
be available to determine the success of new drug abuse prevention and
education projects. This may allow federal evaluation and monitoring
efforts to continue to develop so that some guidance can be provided
concerning how best to utilize future funds. Implementation of monitor-
ing and evaluation requirements should be given high priority by the
responsible agencies so that, successful programs can be identified and
disseminated to the states and localities that are designing and imple-

menting programs to combat drug abuse.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Reconumendations, and
Agency Commnents

Education proposed legislation to require an annual report to the Secre-
tary of Education on the effectiveness of state and local programs
funded under the act. This legislation also proposed tying continued
funding at the local level to a demonstration of program success or a
plan that showed promise of success. The House of Representatives has
adopted an alternative measure that increases state and local reporting
requirements and requires states to provide technical assistance to those
localities not making reasonable progress toward accomplishment of
plan goals after 2 years. We believe the Hlouse bill would increase
accountability but also believe that the states should be given the
authority to reduce or terminate funding in those instances where rea-
sonable progress is not being made following the provision of such
assistance.

Recommendations to We recommend that the Senate adopt state and local reporting and tech-
nical assistance requirements, comparable to those included in HIR. 5.the Congress We also recommend that the Congress provide states with the authority
to reduce or terminate funding in those cases where reasonable progress
is not being made following the provision of such assistance.

Ageincy Comments We requested comments on a draft of this report from the Secretaries of
Education and Hlealth and I utman Services and the Directors of ACTION

and the White I louse Drug Abuse P~olicy Office.

The Secretary of Education generally concurred with our recommenda-
tion that the accountability of state and local programs uinder the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1986 be increased (see app. 11). fis indicated that the
report provided a valuable baseline analysis of substance abuse preven-
tion and education activities and the kind of information that will
enhance filils's future substance abuse prevention strategy planning (see
app. 111). ACTION provided additional information on its evaluation activi-
ties, which we have incorporated into the report (see app. IV). The
White House Drug Abuse Policy Office did not provide comments.
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Appendix I

Allocation of Fiscal Year 1987 Federal Funds by
the Department of Education Under the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1986

,'

DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMRUNITIES ACT OF 1901
STATE GRANTS: FISCAL YEAR 1967

Allotment for
Total State and L oal Alothgt for

A11otment Eductonal Agnclm Governor

State (100) (7) (30%)

lotal $159,101,000 3111,370,700 $47,730,300 %

ALABAMA 12.760.904 11.932,533 1828.271
ALASKA $795,505 $556,854 $238.551
ARIZONA 12,018,101 $1,412,574 $5605,432
ARKANSAS 11,611,083 51.127.?55 $483.32"
.ALIFORIA $15,595.768 $10.919,137 $4,679,631 '

COLORADO $2,007.930 11,405,55f 1602,37f
CONNECTICUT 51.872.258 $1.310.581 $561,678
DELA1ARE $795,505 $555,854 231.551
FLORIDA 15,074.667 $4,252.266 $1.822.401
GEORGIA $4,032,819 52,822,973 $1,239.14.

4AWAII $79,505 $556.854 $238.651
IDAHO 5795,505 $556,854 5238,651
ILLINOIS $.471.862 5.235.202 $2.343.560
INDIANA $3,741,127 12.618.789 11.122.338
[WA 51.909,569 11.336,591 $572,871

KANSAS $1,536.474 51.35532 5460.942
KENTUCKY 12,554,006 51,787,804 $766,202
LOUISIANA 53,226,571 $2.257,904 1967,6T]
OAINE $795,50S 1556.854 1238.651
MARYLAND 12,659,151 $1,861,406 $797,4s.

MASSACHUSETTS $3,401,949 12.381.364 $1.020,585
MICHIGAN 56,179,812 14.325,867 51,953,945

MINNESOTA 12.681,677 11.d82.774 5806.903
MISSISSIPPi $1.953,662 11.367.563 $586.99
MISSOURI $3,188,261 12.231,80 $956.180

ONTANA $795,506 5556,854 5238.551

4EBRASKA 51,051,234 $740.'54 1317.10
4EVAOA 1795.505 556.954 5238.6s5
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1795,505 516.354 $228.551
MEN JERSEY $4,63547 13.47 363 $1.391,384 U'

'EW MEXICO $1.024.311 $717.321 5307.:95
NEW YORK $10.874,021 17,511.1'1393.3
NORTH CAROLINA $4.015.861 12.911.03 5'.334'S,
NORTH IAKOTA 1795.505 $556.54 1138551
OHIO $7.392.,00 $4.964.539 $2.'27,561

0XLAMOMA $2'0.3 1.519.515 55.3
3RE501I 51.3 9.454 $1.:96,618 5513.838

PENNSYLVANIA 57.231.262 $5.161,882 57 S9.]80
4OE :SLANO $9.9506 1555.954 5238,51
SOUTH CAROLINA 12,,5,441 51.502.64 8586.934
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Appendix I
Allocation of Fiscal Year 1987 Federal Funds
by the Department of Education Under the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986

~STATE GRANTS: FISCAL YEAR 1987

,otal State and Local ~ t~ or,

At lotmet ;ducationl Agencies jovernor ..P

State

"ENNESSEE $3, i ;, aBs $2,174,806 $932.359
'EXAS S ! ,1II, 452 17,778,015 $3.333,437 "

JIAM $1,421,153 $996,80? 1426,346,'-

VERMONT $735 505 $SS6,854 $238 S 551,

4irk INIA $3,517,270 $2,462,089 $ .S ,8 ,
OAS INGTON S2,764.296 $1,g35,007 $829,2099"

wEST VIRGINIA $1.339,71 $937,826 $&01,925GRISCONSI $ SHO17 S00 $2,181928

OYO14ING l795.505 M5 ,854 $239,65! '"

o.C $75,0 $55is s6,954 $1238,55-1
S GERTO RICO $2. G85,3 S S2,090,157 $895E 881A

I.

OUTLYING AREAS; $I,945.]00 $1.)51,500 $583,500

APERICAN SA140A $255.501 $1?8,g21 $76.590-.
Ta0t 1e23 113 $u0,1lo $2'5 l or

ORTHERN ARIANAS $129,103 $89,882 $38.521

REPESLIC OF P$3,U 103,40 $72,382 $32.259 - "
VIRGIN ISLA3D $734480 $ 14,!86 1220, 44

40TE: As a -esult of the change in sticu$ of the Federated States of micro- -

,esia and the %rsha)l Islands, formerly part of the Trust Territory,

these entitiesl are not *l4glbl(, for funding under this r arm 'he "
Republic of Palau, however, cortinues its trust relat'onship with t-e"'-
UniteN States and is eligible $o1 3n8ng.9

Source Department of Education Conference on Priq Free Schools

PaST VIGII (1.3AO5 $937,826 $401,925reeliu ~r~rm

.r %,

Pager 5IC $2,985931R$2098,15 $895,181'eelinI~~ra ;'l

O G A
*'

52 , VX. z., , ," " ""'"" ' ".. , ,NOTE: As a -esult". of the.' chnei uuso the Federated.:" States".' of . "Micro-:,%:. -"% ''2.,.?



; Appendix II

Comments From the Department of Education

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON DC 20202

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Assistant Comptroller General SEP 1 1 1987
Human Resources Division
U.S. Government Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

This letter is in response to your request for comments on the draft
report by the Government Accounting Office entitled "Drug
Prevention: Further Efforts Needed to Identify What Works."

We concur with the recommendations of this draft report. As
requested, however, we have annotated the attached copy to provide
current information on the Department's programs. In addition,
there are a few other points we would like you to consider:

Now on p. 35. o Page 52 states that 50 percent of a Governor's funds "is to
be used" for programs that do not specifically serve
high-risk youth. In fact, a Governor could use in excess of
50 percent, and as much as 100 percent, of these funds for
high-risk youth, rather than for other programs. We have
added suggested wording to clarify this point.

Now onp. 47, o The wording on pages 63-70 sounds as if our proposed
amendment would require states, as well as localities, to

document how they have identified drug problems, and set and
accomplished program objectives. Actually, the amendment
requires only localities to take these steps. States would,
of course, have to evaluate their own programs (as they must
under the current Act) and piovide us an annual report on
state and local activities.

Nowonpp.1-13 o The report should use the latest 1986 High School SeniorSurvey findings, not 1985. This data would not, however,
change the basic points made on pages 11-15.

Now onpp. 44and45. o We have revised the wording on pages 65 and 67 relating tothe Department's one-year study.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on GAO's report.

Sincerely,

WilliaA '. Lennx; ,J r.
Specia l Assistat to the Secretary
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Appendix III

Comments From the Department of Health and
Human Services

DEPARTMENT O HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Offi of oo geu

SP 30 1987

Mr. Richard 
L. Fogel

Assistant Comptroller General
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for the
Department's comments on your draft report, "Drug Prevention:
Further Efforts Needed to Identify What Works." The enclosed
comments represent the tentative position of the Department and
are subject to reevaluation when the final version of this report
is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report
before its publication.

Sincerely yours,

Richatd P. Kusserow

i Inspector 
General

Enclosure

.5'.

.5,.
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Appendix Ml
Comments From the Department of Health
and Human Services

General Comments

We appreciate the opportunity to comhnent on the draft report. We find
the report to be generally good, providing a valuable baseline analysis
of the state-of-the-art of substance abuse prevention and education
activities within the historical context of the legislative and
presidential initiatives that have forged the Federal response to this
issue over the past 15 years. Consequently, we believe that the report
provides the kind of information that wilt enhance the Department's
future substance abuse prevention strategy planning.

We do, however, have some suggestions for improving the quality of the
report:

--Although the report gives a good brief history of drug abuse
education and prevention among the key Government agencies involved
in drug abuse, it did not deal significantly with alcohol
activities.

--The report would be significantly improved if prevention research
was differentiated from program evaluation. Specifically,
prevention research is carried out under more controlled conditions
than is feasible in studies of operating service programs. For

Now on p 40 example, the findings reported on page 58 concerning a review of
12? program evaluations are not distinguished from the findings

Nwopp41 and 42. reported on pages 59-60 which are the results of the National
Now n ppInstitute on Drug Abuse prevention research grants.

Research grants, unlike demonstrations or evaluations of operating
services, place paramount importance on methodological design
including such elements as random assignment, control groups,
measurements of independent, dependent, and intervening variables,
while demonstrations inevitably place greater emphasis on the
provision of services. Therefore, in terms of identifying what
further efforts are needed to identify what works, demonstrat ion-
evaluat ions can identify promising models but they in turn must be
more rigorously studied under the prevention research program.
Because of the difficulty nf achieving adequate re,;earch designs,
it is highly unlikely that national reporting systems can be
expected to do more than identify promising service designs. It is
unrealistic to expect such reporting systems to assess program
effect iveness.

--Page 6 of the (W) Executive Surmmary gives a much less positive
Now on pp 4 5 report on activities of the States under the Alcohol, D~rug Abuse

and Mental fhealth Services (AIMIS) blof-k grant mechanism than the
1985 AIMIS Block Grant Report to the Congress. The latter report
showed significant changes in the States' prevention service
systems with expenditures totaling $157,621,298 or 11.8 percent of
their total AIMIS budgets.
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Comments From ACTION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20525

OFFICE OF
THE DIRECTOR

September 23, 1987

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Accounting Office PWashington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

We have completed our review and prepared our comments on your
draft report to the House Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and
Control. The draft report, entitled "Drug Prevention: Further
Efforts Needed to Identify What Works," was reviewed by various
offices within ACTION.

Some of our comments are written in the margin of specific pages.The topic in the report which received our greatest attention,
and for which we propose specific rewording in the report, is

program evaluation. The suggested rewording is in the attachment
to this letter.

Our suggested rewording provides a more accurate and balanced

presentation of our past and current evaluation activity in
relation to Drug Prevention and Education. I request that you
give our suggestions your utmost consideration.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review and comment on
the report.

Sincerely,

Donna M. Alvarado
Director

F(),TfR (ARANIDPARINT P(M,RAM - N()k;N(, VOWtLNT[W,% IN ,( TI()N - q[NI()R (O(MPANI()N PROGRM
RITIRID StNI()R V(OW NTHR PR(,RAM - ()I FI( I (0| V()WNTANIIM INITIA,1I%'[% 6 V'OWLNTU}R [DRUJL 0%[ PREVINTI()N PROGRAM
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Appendix IV
Comments From AMTION

ACTION believes that a number of the statements contained in this
report on its evaluation effort are not as complete and accurate
as they could be. Some important facts and clarifications are
omitted. Therefore, we recommend specific reworded language in
the report in the following specific sections:

Now on p. 42. Page 61, "EVALUATION EFFORTS OF NIDA, ACTION, AND ED"

Current Wording : "ACTION, however, did not evaluate any of
its education and prevention activities
through 1986." A

Suggested Rewording: ACTION, however, has not yet completed an

evaluation of it's education and prevention
activities through 1986. A case study of
three statewide sites to assess and analyze

institutionalization and self-sufficiency of
the grants awarded in 1983 is underway with an
anticipated completion date of July 1988. The
evaluation focuses on voluntarism in drug
education and prevention, not behavioral
change in the incidence of drug use.

Page 64, "ACTION has not Evaluated its Drug Abuse Prevention and
Now on p43. Education Activities through 1986

Current Wording : "According to the Director of ACTION's
Evaluation Division there have been no
specific evaluations performed through 1986
on ACTION's drug prevention and education

activities. As discussed in chapter 3, these
activities averaged about $6.3 million during

fiscal year 1984-1986 and included
demonstration grants, public service
announcements and the use of volunteers.

FOSfR GANI)PARINI VR X,RHM * N(, 'I III4 W N A k, -y e
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Appendix IV
Comments From ACTION

He told us that the closest ACTION had come
to an evaluation of drug prevention activities

was a marketing survey performed in 1982
on the Pharmacists Against Drug Abuse
Program. The survey gathered perceptions by
the public on the usefulness of information
in a brochure describing the harmfulness of
drug use."

Suggested Rewording: According to the Director of ACTION's
Evaluation Division, only a marketing survey on

the effectivenes of a drug information
brochure produced through the Pharmacists
Against Drug Abuse Program has been completed
through 1986. That survey was approved by the
Office of Management and Budget with the
condition that the activity and results be for
internal use only, not for publication. It
was completed in 1983. Another evaluation
including three in-depth case studies of three
1983 grant awardees was designed in 1986 and
is currently being implemented.

Now onp44 Page 65, "CURRENT EVALUATION EFFORTS ARE IN THE DEVELOPMENT STAGE"

Current Wording : "ACTION, which had not evaluated any of its
drug education and prevention activities
through 1986, is planning to begin some
evaluations in fiscal year 1987"

Suggested Rewording: ACTION designed an evaluation in 1986 to
assess the degree of institutionalization
and self-sufficiency of statewide drug
prevention and education activities in three
communities. A case study methodology is
being used and the perceived effect of
voluntarism on the drug prevention and
and education efforts will be measured.
Behavioral changes in the use of drugs by
youth will not be measured since the purpose
of the prevention and education effort is to
persuade students in grades three through
twelve to not start using drugs, to "Just
Say No." So, behavioral changes should
not occur. ACTION wants the students to not
use drugs throughout their course of
education. This evaluation should be
completed in July 1988. Another evalu-
ation on the 1987 grant awardees is in
its initial design phase.

-2-
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Appendix IV
Comments From ACTION

Now on p49 Page 73, "ACTION Plans Some Evaluations of Its Drug Abuse
Education and Prevention Activities in 1987"

Current Wording : "Although ACTION had not evaluated any of its
drug abuse education and prevention
activities through 1986, the Director of the
Evaluation Division stated that ACTION plans
to do some evaluation of these activities
beginning on fiscal year 1987. He said this
would include (1) three to five case study
evaluations of projects that have extended
beyond initial federal funding to see if
they achieved project goals, and (2) a Drug
Prevention and Education Goal Accomplishment
Evaluation.

Three [SIC] projects for the case study evaluation
have been selected to date. The latter
evaluation is to examine the effects of a
federal public awareness program targeted to
ask Americans to make the decision to say
"no" to drugs and the types of local private
sector organizations coalitions that
organize to carry on the drug prevention
awareness campaign after federal support
ends. The Director stated that this
evaluation will be designed in fiscal year
1987, performed in fiscal year 1988 and
reported on in fiscal year 1989. He
estimated the study will cost about $200,000."

Suggested Rewording: A case study evaluation is currently being
implemented at three statewide grant
awardees which received Part C funding in
1983. It focuses on institutionalization,
self-sufficiency and strategies that work.
The design of another evaluation is being
developed for the FY 1987 grant awardees.
Agreement on the design should be reached by
October 1987. This evaluation will focus on
the degree to which ACTION FY 1988 grant
awardees have been successful in expanding
volunteer efforts, community support and

private sector involvement, coalition
building, parent groups and youth

groups. The report should be published
in FY 1989 and the estimated cost of the
the study is $100,000.

We appreciate your serious consideration of our suggested rewording

of the report.

-3-
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